Batteryminder 48021

Advanced Search Search Tips. Designed for all 48 volt systems, including electric golf cars,
people movers, fork and scissor lifts, floor scrubbers and other battery electric industrial
equipment. Included Accessories:. We promise to never spam you, and just use your email
address to identify you as a valid customer. After reading the enclosed information and
directions it made the installation a breeze. It took only about a half hour including installing the
plugin on my Golf cart. I received it today and its plugged in now. I am confident the product will
preform as advertised. Thank you. All prices are in USD. Copyright VDC Electronics. Stay
Charged! Please wait Registration FAQ Contact. Search Advanced Search Search Tips. See 4
more pictures. Minimum Purchase:. Maximum Purchase:. WishList Buy in bulk and save. Uses
less than 23 cents of electricity per month. Isolates batteries from potential damage caused by
power surge â€” lightning strike. Detects weak batteries and automatically starts the
reconditioning â€” desulfation process. Shuts down off if power fails. Auto restart if power fails.
Simple two-wire easy connect to batteries. Quick connector supplied. East mounting on
equipment or stand alone. Safe to leave on when unattended for long, extended time periods.
Automatic full-time pulse type desulfation. Always mount units in vertical position with cord
sets exiting downward to ensure weather tight integrity. Unit must be mounted this way to
ensure long term trouble-free life including weatherproof integrity. Mounting in any other
manner or using unmounted parallel to ground except indoors may cause unit to fail due to
water intrusion that is unable to drain correctly to avoid damage. Battery Voltage:. Deep cycle
wet filler cap and sealed batteries wired in series for 48 volt systems. Enter your name: optional
Enter the code below:. Please check the boxes for the options that you would like to add. Leave
all boxes unchecked for unit only. Quick Shop. Length Quantity. Your Cart. Quantity Delete. Add
Options. Add to Cart. It automatically dissolves harmful power-robbing sulfation using safe, low
voltage, patented high-frequency pulse technology. Can be left connected for extended,
non-use periods without overcharging. Failure to fully charge each battery and check its
condition can result in a serious safety hazard. Features One Ambient Temperature Sensor
Charges and maintains your battery without overcharging it, guaranteed. Features two stage
charging program: Charge and Float-Maintenance with desulfation in both stages full-time.
Utilizes full-time battery monitoring to automatically test the battery several times a second,
supplying only the current needed to maintain battery at full charge. Utilizes safe variable high
frequency pulse desulfation to dissolve both old and newly formed sulfate from battery's plates
that prevent the batteries from holding a full charge. To read more about the effects of sulfation
on batteries, see the Proprietary Desulfation section on our Education Menu. Maximizes battery
life and capacity; reconditions weak batteries. Provides short circuit, spark and polarity
protection. Reduces the need to add water to maintenance-type batteries during long, non-use
storage. Shows if connections are correct via charge indicator and "blinks" when battery
reaches full charge. Requires use of Y-Connectors AY sold separately or customer supplied 18
gauge wire. Documents Instruction Manual. Your question might be answered by sellers,
manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in
the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to main content. FREE delivery: March 5 In stock. Usually ships within 3 to 4 days. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is
secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system
encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. Customers
who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page.
Customers also viewed these products. Featured items you may like. Compare with similar
items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing
your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would
you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are
ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top
reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Shipping was fast. Got this
thing all hooked up to my golf cart. Seems to be working fine. I have called 3 times and talked to
someone every time. Very knowledgeable and courteous people. I will update on the
performance of the battery minder once it's had a chance to work it's magic on my 4 year old 8
volt batteries. Update: after a week of being on float all the batteries have leveled out. The fact
that my batteries were in decline was evident. My run time had fell off dramatically. I was under
the impression as is I would imagine a lot of the golf cart owners are, that my bulk charger was
doing the job it was supposed to be doing, keeping my batteries fully charged. I must admit this
was somewhat of a surprise and there was a bit of a learning curve but I will tell you that since I
have had this batteryminder hooked up to my golf cart I have seen a noticeable improvement in
my 4 yr old Trojan t's. My battery pack as a whole is floating at Had one cell in one battery that

was weak. It has came back and all this has happened in the short time i have had this thing
hooked up. I could kick myself for not having this sooner. It is in my non professional opinion
that this thing is a no brainer and a must have for golf cart owners. If u have a golf cart and u
don't have this batteryminder you are overpaying ur golf cart mechanic to replace ur batteries
when u shouldn't. Ie: run time and the length of run time. I very rarely hook my big charger up
any more unless I work my cart fairly hard. As I have said previously in this review. If u own a
golf cart and u don't own a battery minder ur in effect throwing your money away. I love this
product. I have been using it for about three months. The batteries are much stronger and the
charge last much longer than it did before using the BatteryMINDer. I was faced with having to
buy four new expensive batteries. It was an expensive gamble but man am I glad I did. The
batteries are now performing like new. The BatteryMINDer came with a female plug built into a
small one inch mounting plate that could easily be installed by drilling a small hole through the
fiberglass and permanently wired into the first and last battery. This allowed me to easily hook
up and disconnect the charger. The trickle charge is low enough that it doesn't heat up the
batteries therfore the water in the batteries does not boil out and the life of the batteries is not
diminished. Charging is normally what reduces the life of a battery but with the BatteryMINDer
instead of reducing the life it is cleaning and maintaining the batteries. This charger has really
extended the life of the batteries in my 48v golf cart. I thought it was time to replace the
batteries about 6 months ago, and I read about this unit. It works! I am an electrical engineer
and I am usually skeptical about this type of thing. But, the reviews were so good I decided to
give it a try. But it really did extend the life of my batteries. Now, here is the best part: I
sometimes leave the cart for several weeks without it being used. The manufacturer says not to
leave it connected to the charger that came with the cart, because it could overcharge the
batteries, evaporate the water from the batteries, and even cause a fire. Therefore, I came back
to dead batteries several times. Not any more. This unit is safe to leave hooked up while I'm
gone. I use this for our Club Car and have been very pleased with it. The battery life of the cart
has improved noticeably and being in law enforcement and used battery conditioners for over
10 years, I see the life of batteries and their charge capacity decay significantly slower using
them. The batteries I used these on were about 2 years old and I saw the charge depleting within
about 2 hours. Hooked it up to my Yamaha golf Not very pleased. Hooked it up to my Yamaha
golf cart which already had good strong batteries hoping to preserve them. We keep this cart at
our beach house and it will sit for months at a time on a charger. First time we left it hooked up
for 3 weeks and went down and the cart stranded my daughter due to the batteries not being
fully charged. We hooked up the Yamaha charger and let it fully charge overnight and my
batteries were good as new. Not sure I really trust this charger to fully charge my batteries. My
chemical engineer Dad told me I was wasting my money when I bought this thing and I'm afraid
he may be right. One person found this helpful. Performing as expected. With one minor thing. It
is telling me my polarity was wrong. Checked my connections and they were correct so don't
know if this thing was wired wrong at the factory. Swapped the connections and it is doing what
it is supposed to. Like the added permanent mount for the charging harness, fits right into
existing hole in my Yamaha golf cart. Batteries seem to be performing well but just recently
replaced them so only time will tell if this charger helps extend the life got over 4 years on the
last set. Helped get 10 years from golf cart batteries. Bought another when a direct lightening
strike took out a bunch of my electronics and t
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he pants I was wearing at the time. See all reviews. Pages with related products. See and
discover other items: battery filler system. There's a problem loading this menu right now.
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